
NAHITÁN NANDEZ
BOX-TO-BOX / WINGER



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME NAHITÁN MICHEL

DATE OF BIRTH 28/12/1995

NATIONALITY URUGUAY/ ITALY

CLUB CAGLIARI

POSITION

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

BOX-TO-BOX/WINGER

1.72CM

70KG

RIGHT FOOTED

LAST NAME NANDEZ ACOSTA



LEAGUES

NATIONAL CUPS

INTERNATIONAL CUPS

NATIONAL TEAMS
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STATS IN ITALY
Defensive duels /

won

Long passes /
accurate

81% 59% 58%

Passes /
Accurate

Dribbles /
successful

69% 51% 51%

Passes to final
third / accurate

Duels offensive and
defensive / won



NATIONAL TEAM

IN NATIONAL TEAM SINCE 2015

2021 COPA AMERICA (BRAZIL)

2019 COPA AMERICA (BRAZIL)

2018 FIFA WORLD CUP (RUSSIA)

2015 FIFA WORLD CUP (U20)



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

BOX-TO-BOX

He is able to continuously step into
the two boxes. Either playing on
the sides or centralized. He gets to
the defensive zone to support and
leverage his recovering technique.
He can pick up a scoring chance
by coming from the middle.

PHYSICAL POWER

He stands out because of his
physical shape. He easily wins
duels. Also, he is capable of
winning aerial duels because of his
jumping technique. It is important
to say that his distance covered
per match is high. 

TECHNICAL CAPACITY

Even though his aggressiveness
and understanding of the
defensive phase, he is still a skillful
player. He can win offensive duels
due to his technique and then filter
passes in the final third to put his
teammates in front of the goal.



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He possesses a great capacity of
distributing and associate. He
shows up on the different internal
and external lanes and as well as
on variety heights. It all allows him
to associate in different zones of
the field.

He is a player with polyvalence.
Because of his characteristics, he
is capable of playing many
positions, such as box to box or
winger. Also, he can play as a
central or offensive midfielder if
needed, adapting himself quickly.

He understands how important it is
to drop back to support and
generate tactical superiority. He is
aggressive and strong for ground
challenges. He wins defensive
duels through his physical power.

DISTRIBUTION OF PLAY POLYVALENCE DEFENSIVE SKILLS



SOCIAL MEDIA

@NAHITANNANDEZ25

https://www.instagram.com/nahitannandez25/

